Concurrent coupling of realistic and ideal models of liquids and solids in Hamiltonian adaptive resolution simulations.
To understand the properties of a complex system it is often illuminating to perform a comparison with a simpler, even idealised one. A prototypical application of this approach is the calculation of free energies and chemical potentials in liquids, which can be decomposed in the sum of ideal and excess contributions. In the same spirit, in computer simulations it is possible to extract useful information on a given system making use of setups where two models, an accurate one and a simpler one, are concurrently employed and directly coupled. Here, we tackle the issue of coupling atomistic or, more in general, interacting models of a system with the corresponding idealised representations: for a liquid, this is the ideal gas, i.e. a collection of non-interacting particles; for a solid, we employ the ideal Einstein crystal, a construct in which particles are decoupled from one another and restrained by a harmonic, exactly integrable potential. We describe in detail the practical and technical aspects of these simulations, and suggest that the concurrent usage and coupling of realistic and ideal models represents a promising strategy to investigate liquids and solids in silico.